Ingenious solutions.

Insights – Discoveries – Experiences

We don‘t need to trouble Newton these days for an explanation of gravity – or for advice on how to counteract
some of its effects. When it comes to aircraft construction we are well aware of the answers. Our solution is to use
lightweight structures – and this subject informs and motivates us in our everyday work. In what we design, in what we
plan and in what we construct for you. We would like to thank you for your interest in our company and our solutions.
Once you discover our ideas and get to know us better, we‘re sure you‘ll want to talk to us – for our mutual benefit.
Welcome to Bucher!

Lightweight construction – with passion and innovation.
Success stories begin with fresh new ideas and a healthy amount of passion. And this is just how the Bucher company
started in 1953 in Fällanden, Switzerland. An important innovation soon made Bucher products quite unique. This
innovation consisted of using lightweight aluminium structures which brought significant cost benefits in aviation and
other industrial sectors. Even more so when the equipment was developed and manufactured to specific customer and
market requirements by motivated professionals working with extreme efficiency and precision. Whether in engineering, production or project management, the spirit of innovation and passion for our customers and their requirements
continue to spur us on. This spirit is evident in all of our solutions.

Flying with a minimum of weight and maximum stability. This was the idea that shaped Heinrich Bucher‘s thinking
when he founded the company. Since then it has continued to grow, as evidenced by the steady expansion of the operation in Fällanden. Today we are still following Heinrich Bucher‘s basic idea with a unique lightweight construction
principle and are now able to offer a wide and varied product range thanks to our many years of experience with aluminium and plastics. Discover our product range here.
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”When every handle fits properly, our
work is much easier. Because of this
it‘s a real joy to use these galleys and
trolleys.“

Intelligent catering solutions.
One of the key success factors in international air passenger transport is first-rate customer service, which naturally
also includes in-ﬂight catering. Culinary quality obviously plays an important role, as does the operational efficiency of
preparation and distribution. And it‘s here that the ease of use of Bucher galleys and trolleys makes a big impact. With
their solid, modular design they ensure low maintenance costs over many years of use. One more reason to choose our
solutions. Another reason is the way in which we involve our customers in the product development process – to the
benefit of both parties. Finally, our many years of experience is an obvious plus point in any decision-making process.
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”This seat gives me a real sense of
well-being. No doubt because of all
the intelligent, practical equipment.“

Well-being in the cabin – made easy.
Passengers should experience a sense of well-being in the cabin. When they first get on the plane, the lockers for
clothing and items of luggage should be easy to open. Having taken their seats, they should then enter an environment
that promises comfort and entertainment with cleverly arranged trays that offer a generous amount of space, and with
monitors for unspoilt video enjoyment, made possible thanks to the intelligent arm design. We are currently developing
further customer-specific solutions for other applications and creating passenger well-being with simple, intelligent
products.
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”Bucher equipment proves
its qualities every day in challenging practical situations.“

More beneﬁts in special cases – lightweight solutions.
You need the right equipment to cope with special situations, particularly when it comes to air rescues or transporting patients by air. We have responded to these requirements with a wide range of special equipment – from the
16g compatible stretcher through to much more complex solutions for rescue helicopters and air ambulances as well
as modules for medical first aid in scheduled passenger aircraft. This know-how has also helped us in the development
of tactical police equipment. In all applications lightweight structures and creative, refined designs ensure maximum
efficiency. These clearly reﬂect our key objective – to offer advice and support that systematically addresses customer
requirements.
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”When I‘m travelling by plane or car, I like
to use the time to get a few things done.
Thanks to the cleverly designed Bucher
equipment, this is much easier to do.“

New travel dimensions – meeting all challenges.
These days there are all sorts of options for land and air travel. People who want exclusive standards of comfort
choose special forms of road and air travel, e.g. high-class automobiles and private planes. And we offer customer-specific
equipment for both types of transport such as folding tables, on-board lockers fitted with sophisticated closures, roller
shutters or doors. All fittings are of course realised to the highest standards using our typical materials – and with a
finish that’s tailored to customer requirements. Our solutions ensure carefree travel, offer a combination of comfort and
functionality and also provide a relaxed working environment. We are opening up new dimensions in travel.
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It‘s easy to find us because we‘re right where you need us most. Find out more about our company, our products
and our services. You‘ll be impressed. We look forward to hearing from you.

Bucher Leichtbau AG
Industriestrasse 1a
CH-8117 Fällanden/Zürich
Switzerland
T +41 44 806 24 24
F +41 44 806 24 20
bucher@bucher-group.com
www.bucher-group.com
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”Anyone without enough talent to construct lightweight
solutions can still manufacture heavyweight equipment.“ 		
				
Tristan Bernard

